
Be Able To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But to a certain extent I ______________________ myself.1.
(past simple/control)

was able to control

____________________________________ a living?2.
(every girl/should/earn/?)

Should every girl be able to earn

But it seems he _______________________ much.3. (past simple/not/tell)was not able to tell

Your letter of September the 22nd waited here for my return, and it is not till
now that I ________________________________ it.
4.

(present perfect/acknowledge)
have been able to acknowledge

He _______________________ the bulk of his train, but he saved his
army.
5.

(past simple/not/save)
was not able to save

_____________________________________ Shandon and his allies?6.
(Johnson/past perfect/withstand/?)

Had Johnson been able to withstand

And if by chance your son should turn out a nonentity, I do not wish him
_____________________ the fool.
7.

(indefinite/play)to be able to play

__________________________________ upon your new duties?8.
(when/you/shall/enter/?)

When shall you be able to enter

I know all the circumstances, and would give a great deal
_____________________ her.
9.

(indefinite/help)to be able to help

In six weeks we ________________________________ any article of the
kind.
10.

(shall/not/purchase)
shall not be able to purchase

So far as we ______________________ it-certainly.11.
(present simple/prevent)

are able to prevent

I _____________________ anything more.12. (present simple/not/say)am not able to say

He effects it by tools of his own contrivance, which, at the same time,
abridge the work, so that he thinks he ___________________________ the
musket two livres cheaper than the common price.

13.

(shall/furnish)
shall be able to furnish
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No one else _______________________ what he said.14.
(past simple/make out)

was able to make out

No post runs in these islands; communication is by accident; where you
may have designed to go is one thing, where you
__________________________ another.

15.

(shall/arrive)shall be able to arrive

But it is worth while to give you the lesson, for you
_________________________ it, so I will show you how little it needs to
complete this picture.

16.

(present simple/understand)
are able to understand

It was supposed that the two powers __________________________ a
complete ascendency at sea; and that their combined fleets would maintain a
superiority on the American coast, as well as in Europe.

17.

(would/obtain)

would be able to obtain

I _________________________ them soon, separately.18. (may/publish)may be able to publish

With all his money he ____________________________ me know that I
could weep once more.
19.

(present perfect/not/make)
has not been able to make

We ____________________________ our permanent address for some
time yet.
20.

(shall/not/send)
shall not be able to send
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